About my teaching experience:

Jason is an engaging lecturer because he knows what is relevant and what isn't - he sticks to his agenda and does not get caught up in minor details. He's also pretty funny and connects much of what we learn to real-world applications. He may not be an actual faculty member here, but I would TOTALLY take a class with him again.

Very passionate about the material, tied in many applications/examples of real life systems, encouraged students to think about the issue and possible solutions before explaining solutions that are commonly used

Jason is able to explain things in a variety of ways that makes it easy to understand if you attend lectures.

He was very engaging. His teaching style seemed really focused on helping us to understand rather than just throwing the information at us, like many other instructors do. Jason was always very good about checking that we were understanding and presenting the material in interesting ways and walking through examples.

Engages the students during lecture and makes sure questions are answered and material is understood. Shows genuine interest and care for students.

Jason's teaching style is the most engaging and interactive that I've ever seen in a lecture section. He takes time to answer students' questions and allows them to take part in the material. Many other instructors don't seem to take questions or allow for participation in the middle of a lecture and instead just follow the script they've prepared for class. Additionally, he seems to break down the instructor/student barrier and is much more approachable and relatable than other instructors I've had in the department.

Jason made me WANT to attend lectures and that's what I've always wanted from an instructor.

Most of all, however, he did something professors do not do too often: He admitted when he was incorrect about something, or even stated that he "didn't know."

I wish all of my professors were as helpful as you. Your teaching style is incredibly engaging and I really enjoyed lecture.

Not from a student: Clapped for me on the last day of class